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WE’VE GOT A QUIZ FOR THAT!
Our customers range from corporate fun seekers to client entertaining
and large charity fundraising dinners for 200 to 500 (or more) guests.

A QUESTION OF STYLE?

Formats cover everything from retro ‘Buzzers’ and ‘Answer Sheet’
quizzes - through to state-of-the-art Wireless Keypads, delivering
instant results and scoring.

If you thought a Quiz was just a Quiz - then think again. As well as a wide
range of topics, we bring a variety of formats into each round for added
interest. Our questions aim to engage each team as a whole, often with
several team members contributing toward reaching the right answer.

Each show is tailored to the client and their guest profile. All events are
delivered by our own team of professional Compere, Technician(s) and
Score Manager.

Our valuable experience and expertise ensures a stimulating and engaging
Quiz - and a memorable event - every time.

It was a hit! I was really
impressed with the set up, the
event and the professionalism of the
whole thing, start to finish - thank
you to you and your team!
Martine Brewster, External Relations Manager,
Sir Robert McAlpine Ltd

Our standard packages include everything from experienced staff and
personalised team name signs to JBL PA systems and HD screens. We can
also be flexible and ‘plug in’ to your existing AV should you have suitable
equipment already in place.

FUNDRAISING QUIZ EVENTS
COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR HIGH-END
CHARITY FUNDRAISING EVENTS
Quiztaztic have worked on many large fundraising event
projects over the past 20 years across the UK. With
experience, comes a host of benefits to our charity
partners, particularly when embarking on a fundraising
Quiz event for the first time.
Our advice is always free - so why not pick our brains
about your event plans and ways to engage and entertain
your audience. Original fundraising games and raffle
formats, combining Live and Silent Auctions, as well as
delivering the perfect Quiz show to give your supporters
‘a night to remember’.
Our service can be as little or as much as you need, from
simply plugging in the Quiz element, to complete logisitics
planning and audio-visual production. Our Quiz range
covers Sport, Music and General Knowledge - featuring
the fun and energy of traditional Answer Sheets or the
X-factor of our Wireless Keypad system, with instant
answers and automated scoreboards.
Our website features a Showreel of a 2017 Quiz event
delivered for GroceryAid for the fifth consecutive year.

We have worked with Neil for over a decade and
nothing is too much trouble. Our quiz has grown
considerably over the years as have our expectations.
Quiztaztic ensure our events remain unique, fun and
high energy, so our guests always have a great night
out and come back year after year.
Giuliana Vittiglio, Hospitality Action
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A stylish, multi-media Quiz show
featuring High Definition graphics
on-screen, personalised with your
company logo. Incorporating images,
video and audio clips and an animated
scoreboard, MegaQuiz is tailored for
each occasion and audience profile.
With many different rounds to choose
from including Food & Drink, Popular
Music, TV & Movies and Brand Aware,
the show is hosted by an experienced
Compère who ensures a slick and
professional delivery every time.

I just wanted to drop you a quick email to say THANK YOU so much
for your assistance and guidance with the MegaQuiz. It was a brilliant
night and I have had lots of good feedback from the evening
Martine Brewster, Sir Robert McAlpine Ltd

up to 2 HOURS duration ★ from 20 PEOPLE upwards ★ COMPLETE PACKAGES from £1800
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A versatile, sport themed, keypad quiz event
In the style of the highly successful and popular BBC TV show, our
Question of Sport ‘live’ events fulfil many needs from corporate
entertainment to large charity fundraising events. With familiar
question formats such as Mystery Guest, What Happened Next
and Photo Finish (plus a few of our own creative ideas), the show
with broad appeal never fails to engage the audience whether 100
people or 100 Teams! Our standard show features 3 Rounds of varied
content, operating as a team competition using our high quality and
reliable Wireless Electronic Keypads - allowing instant results and
a dramatic animated scoreboard at the end of each Round.
As a quiz specialist since 1996, our years of
experience in question writing and event delivery
shine through. We can deliver the whole event
package including production, staff & event
management on the day - or just ‘plug in’ with the
elements you need from us, as required.

Thank you so much for last
Friday. Everyone loved the
format and the dramatic
scoreboard! We have had
so many great comments on
how well it all went
Carlin Fallon, Redrow Homes

Our ‘stock’ Question of Sport can be badged with
your logo - or we can create a bespoke brand to suit
you - as we have done with many clients in the past.
The diversity and intrigue of our question formats
are what set us apart. The quality of our graphics and
video clips must to be seen to be fully appreciated.
Contact us to arrange a demonstration and see
for yourself.

up to 1.5 HOURS duration ★ from 30 PEOPLE upwards ★ COMPLETE PACKAGES from £1700
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WIRELESS KEYPAD QUIZ SHOWS – THAT EVERYONE LOVES!

Normally played with between 6 and 8 people
in a team, each issued with one of our Wireless
Keypads, this Quiz can include a variety of round
topics covering Sport, Music, Food and Drink,
Culture, TV, Movies and Brands.
An impressive multi-media show, delivered in
widescreen format, featuring stylish graphics,
high res images, audio and video clips plus an
automated, scrolling scoreboard. Team answers
are registered using their Keypads, allowing instant
results and score updates at the end of each
round. With content tailored specifically to the
audience profile, our original and diverse question
formats include ‘What was the Year?’ and ‘Into
Order’ as well as standard multiple choice.
Your event will be in the capable hands of one
of our experienced Presenters, delivering the
‘Rolls Royce’ version of the ever popular Great
British Quiz.

great quiz, great night, still gutted my
team came second - on the tiebreaker!
George Beach, Mudwalls Farm Ltd

up to 2 HOURS duration ★ from 50 PEOPLE upwards ★ COMPLETE PACKAGES from £2000
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A HIGH-TECH TAKE ON AN ALL-TIME CLASSIC
Ideally played in smaller teams (of 2 to 6 people),
this latest addition to our quiz repertoire is an
original adaptation of the classic board game,
created in 1979.
Utilising Wireless Keypad technology while
following the classic round topics (Geography,
Entertainment, History, Arts & Lit, Science &
Nature, and Sports & Leisure), the competition
features original style, global, multiple choice
questions tailored to your audience profile.
Following each Round, the results are announced
and teams finishing in the top 50% are awarded
the ‘cheese’ for that round topic. Progress is
displayed in stylish HD graphics on a choice of large
screens, as the teams battle it out to collect all of
their ‘cheeses’ and finish in the top spot.
Trivial Pursuit is introduced and run by one of our
experienced Quiz Hosts with the full support of
our own team of professional AV Technician, PC
Operator and Score Manager.

Just to say a big thank you for your teams efforts last night!
I spoke to Martin this morning and he said the entire evening was a
real success, bringing together the world-wide team for a perfect
blend of fun and competition. He also said he would like to do Trivial
Pursuit again next year. Thank you again for all your efforts...
James Cation - Global Talent Team, BAT

up to 2 HOURS duration ★ from 20 PEOPLE upwards ★ COMPLETE PACKAGES from £1800
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THE CLASSIC TV GAMESHOW IN
A CORPORATE EVENT FORMAT
Combining quiz rounds with a game
show element all in the style and format
of the popular TV quiz show, the Million
Pound Drop has become one of our most
popular corporate entertainment events
in recent years.
Guests compete in their teams during the
quiz rounds, each following a different topic
or theme. The winning team from one or
more of the rounds then nominate two
people to participate in the game show
finale to try and win a ‘million pounds’.
With quality graphics, sound effects and
the £25k cash bundles to replicate the
television show, all you need is to come
up with some information on your people
to help us create an entertaining set of
questions for the final show

Really impressed with the Million Pound Drop event at Celtic Manor...
it certainly engaged everyone and brought out the competitive spirit!
May be looking to do it again in Manchester later in the year
Sarah Christopher - WPM Education

up to 2 HOURS duration ★ from 40 PEOPLE upwards ★ COMPLETE PACKAGES from £2000
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THE ROUNDS:
Who Are Ya?
a mix of photos and voices to identify the individuals

IT’S A PUB QUIZ JIM - BUT NOT AS WE KNOW IT
Featuring a selection of 10 original, up-to-date, snappy Rounds across a range of entertainment
themed topics, there is never a dull moment in this slick and engaging format of a traditional
Quiz! Each round is just 10 quick questions, featuring a mixture of audio clips, sound tracks,
music and images on our full colour media sheets. We provide the Quizmaster and a Sound
Technician - with the option to manage your own scoring or have us take care of everything!

thanks so much for your
hard work on Thursday
night, along with your team.
It was fun wasn’t it? Had so
many great comments!
Jo Charity - Propel Hospitality

Beat the Intro
name the track title from a bit of the well-known intro
Hollywood
identify the movies by classic scenes from the soundtrack
TV Themes
identify 10 TV shows from their theme tune
Logos & Straps
name the brands from their logo image or strapline
Movie Toons
identify the movies from the related theme music
Foodie Shows
pick the popular food show (MasterChef, Bake Off etc)
from a random audio clip
Just Ad Music
name the brand related to the familiar advert music
Who’s the Artist
pop music clips In a mixed medley - name the singer
or band
The Accumulator
general knowledge q’s – 2 points per correct answer –
but zero points on the round if ANY one answer is wrong!
Jokers can be played for double points on any chosen
Round from 2-9. Double points for all on R10

up to 1.5 HOURS duration ★ from 20 to 200 PEOPLE ★ PACKAGES from £800
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